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**This is the sequel to Love's Forbidden Flower and is the final book in the series.**An eternity
of passion cannot be quelled by society.Once upon a time Donovan assured Lily all of her
dreams would come true. But how could he keep the promise of a fairy tale when her truest
goals could not involve him, though her deepest desires did?Now, Lily has it all—love, passion,
a family, and the career of her dreams—with Christopher. But something is lacking. She and
Donovan have spent the last ten years living apart, and the soulmates are eager to reunite.
Can Donovan keep his promise to give Lily all she desires, even with Christopher in the way?
For Lily and Donovan, the past is a mirror to the future that cannot be shattered.Donovan is
convinced Lily has been his love for all eternity. Determined to unravel the past, they embark
on a journey to discover where it all began. For centuries Donovan has stolen Lily’s heart while
forced to suffer for his love. How much can a soul endure before the breaking point is reached
and a monster emerges? Can the demons of the past be combated to pave the way for
happiness in the next life? Or has the abuse suffered in this life already turned Donovan hell
bound?Time and again, one woman has destroyed their happiness. It’s time to silence her—
once and for all.Ravishingly sinful, witty, and controversial, Time’s Forbidden Flower, the sequel
to Love’s Forbidden Flower, is a barrier breaking love story of time unwound.
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FlowerDiane RinellaTo those who love where the flowers grow.AcknowledgementsTo those of
you reading this now, thank you. Thank you from the bottom of my heart for joining me on this
journey. Lily, Donovan, and Christopher have become cherished parts of my life because of
you. When I pressed the publish button on Love’s Forbidden Flower, I had no idea I would meet
so many amazing people. Thank you for bringing me into your lives. My husband, Brian, who
has been unfailingly supportive of my dreams and has never once complained when I locked
myself away for “just a few more minutes” or spent “just a few more dollars” to complete this
project.Alicia and Tori, who are worth their weight in gold for giving valuable advice and
insight.Keith, for opening my eyes.Carole, for friendship and support more cherished than she
will ever know.Trishalana, for being an amazing and tolerant person.Lastly, and in no way least,
the real life Lilys and Donovans who have trusted me with their stories. You are loved,
supported, and respected.PrologueDonovan’s new fervor for life brought incandescence to
every molecule of my being. Immediately after his release from Dr. Coe’s care at the Harley
Rehabilitation Center, I helped him move into a crowded dorm in Colorado where he began the
completion of his bachelor’s degree at Ramsey University. A year later, we settled him into the
studio apartment where he would reside while continuing his studies.It was a bittersweet dawn
as the sun’s golden glow slipped through the windows, bathing us in the glorious light of our
new lives ahead. Relief, pride, and apprehension swirled through me as Donovan unpacked
the last box. Ceremoniously, he placed four journals and his bachelor’s degree on a bookshelf
overlooking his apartment. Three of the journals he kept while abused. The forth marked his
recovery. Expanding his lungs to their fullest, he nodded his chin to the shelf. “Now we’re done.
It’ll be a long time before I fill that shelf, but at least I know what will go there. Just five or six
more years until the doctorate—give or take a little time for my thesis.”“I’m so proud of you for
turning all the bad things that happened positive,” I said, radiating with joy. Becoming a
psychologist is brilliant.”Never before had his grip on me, or his life, seemed so secure. “It was
all Lisa’s idea,” he credited in recollection of his phony high school girlfriend. The ruse was to



make Dad think Donovan was being a macho stud while convincing Mom that he had lost
interest in me. “Lisa reminded me that Carl Jung said, ‘Knowing your own darkness is the best
method for dealing with the darkness of other people.’ ” Still, the Lisa situation perplexed me. “I
don’t think I’ll ever get my head around your relationship with Lisa.”“We were just two people
forced into the same bad situation,” Donovan said. “Lisa’s parents trying to cure her of being a
lesbian isn’t much different from what happened to me. Posing as lovers was our Hail Mary
pass in hopes of relief. After all we’ve been through together, I’d be crazy not to trust her.”I
placed a firm kiss on his cheek. “You are always my best therapist.”His eyes locked into mine
as he granted words that left my longing heart free to act on what seemed an eternity of
waiting. “Okay, Lil, I’m settled. Are you out of excuses now, or are you going to give me a new
challenge to overcome at lightning speed so you can finish moving on? It would be much
easier if you’d admit the truth. I forced myself to accept it a year ago.”This man is so frustrating
when he’s right. “Are you sure about this?” I asked. “Because I’m ready—really, really ready.”“I
promised to ensure that all your dreams come true. If you don’t finally say yes to Christopher,
I’m having you locked up. To have someone who loves you that much, whom you love just as
dearly, and keep him hanging on a string, truly shows that you are crazy.”As my flight home
prepared for landing, I slipped my trash novel into my carry-on bag in exchange for a flat, black
box. My eyes turned glassy in memory of the day Christopher gave it to me. We had talked of
marriage many times before, but with Donovan still pulling his life together, my insides were a
mess, and Christopher knew it. A year before, when we moved into our home in Westwood,
California, I accidentally opened a box of Christopher’s clothes. “I found your socks and
underwear. What drawer would you like them in?”Sheepishly, he slipped his hands into his
jeans’ pockets. “Kindly place them in the top drawer, please.” Nestled under the socks, sat the
box. “Open it,” he said, hesitantly. Inside was a lovely pair of white gloves monogrammed LPE,
the initials I would carry as his wife. “There’s an old-world custom that a chivalrous man would
give the lady he wished to marry a pair of gloves. If she wore them to church, he knew she
accepted his proposal. I thought that maybe you would accept these and someday wear them
as a signal to me. That way I won’t always wonder if the time is right for you.”With a fluttery
stomach I descended the airport escalator. Among the drivers awaiting their passengers, my
adorable Christopher stood with a sign saying Beckett, along with a bouquet of sterling roses—
the kind that remind him of my eyes. I raced over with a glow, both hands pulling my suitcase
behind my back, and placed a sweet kiss on his lips. A surge of happiness zapped through
me.“You look adorable. Why do you have a sign that says Beckett? I thought you came to get
me?” Christopher’s jaw slacked as he cocked his head, his words failing him. “Hmm …” I
mused, placing a gloved hand to my chin. His sky-blue eyes grew as wide as his gaping mouth.
“I prefer the name Eccles. Oh, well. Let’s grab my bag and get out of here.”The following
evening I arrived home from work to find the house smelling of burnt chocolate. Christopher
was frantically cleaning. “Umm… Do I want to know?” I asked.“No! I must say you don’t!” he
brazenly declared. He dropped a pan into its drawer and slammed it. “I wanted to surprise you
with dinner tonight, but I almost had to call out the fire brigade. I’ve made reservations at
Pierre’s. Run up and change. I’m bloody famished.”Christopher’s desire to trade in his apron for
a tux brought about my suspicion. Not only had his previous cooking mishaps always resulted
in delivered pizza, reservations at Pierre’s were never obtained at the drop of a hat without
serious bribery.With nervous jitters, I picked at my lobster, only to be startled by a clank as
Christopher dropped his knife. It barely missed the melted butter; yet hit the fork that crossed
his plate, thus catapulting an empty claw shell into the breadbasket. “How’s your meal, luv?” he
asked, fidgeting with the napkin in his lap.“Wonderful. Are you still worked up from fixing dinner



or has the bottle of Cristal gotten to you?”“I’m fine. Will you excuse me a moment?”Nervously I
waited, knowing what was coming, yet also without a clue in the world what to expect.
Christopher strode into the restaurant like a bandleader with the kitchen staff in tow. His dinner
jacket had been exchanged for a slightly oversized waiter’s coat, and a towel was draped over
one arm while the other hid behind his back. Anticipation permeated my airway.“Madame,” he
said. His Manc accent was more adorable than ever. “Seeing that you are by far the most
amazingly beautiful creature that has ever graced this restaurant, a most exclusive dessert has
been prepared especially for you.” From behind his back, Christopher revealed a plate that was
elegantly decorated with swirls of piped chocolate and silver dragèes. Its center featured a
single cupcake—chocolate with pink frosting and colored sprinkles—exactly like the one he
made for our first Valentine’s Day years before—but with one exception. A ring with a diamond
the size of the Rock of Gibraltar stood in the frosting. Christopher dropped to one knee and
took my hand. My heart went the same route as my lungs and halted its function as
well.“Lilyanna, darling, I’ve never deserved you, yet somehow you’ve managed to love lowly
me. I’ve experienced life with and without you, and I’m an absolute disaster when you are not
around, be it for two years, a week, or only a few moments. Would you do me the honor of
being my wife?”My multitude of fantasies did nothing to prepare me for a moment so amazingly
beautiful it would grace my dreams for a lifetime. Frantically I nodded. My arms jettisoned
around him, knocking us both to the restaurant floor and drawing loud cheers from the refined
establishment’s suddenly lively patrons.“I love you Christopher Paul Eccles, and I love my
cupcake.”“It’s exactly the way I wanted to give you one years ago.”The petals on the sterling
roses held in my hands fluttered like the butterflies in my stomach as I awaited the opening of
the chapel doors. Christopher and I held the first of our two weddings in Las Vegas. While the
wedding in England would be far more extravagant, this was the hurdle that needed
conquering.Donovan’s words permeated when he asked why I was waiting for all of the
amazing things I wanted when opportunity was about to steamroller over me. Since
ceremonies were needed on both sides of the pond, I planned a simple vow exchange in The
States and mapped out my future business while Christopher’s mother, Grace, had a field day
back in Manchester designing a wedding fit for royalty. We shared countless hours of video
chats, and I sent photos and color swatches like crazy so she could ensure all of my desires
were met. We loved every second of it.However, it was in this quaint chapel that the big
moment was upon us, the one that really mattered for so many reasons.Despite the sparse
surroundings of a room decorated by only a mural of a flower garden and two urns of fake red
gladiolas, I felt regal in my flowing dress of white satin and French lace with a hand-beaded
pearl and crystal bodice—my something new. A short veil, trimmed with rhinestone-
embellished lace, framed my face as my chocolate-brown hair cascaded in swirls. The diamond
earrings Donovan gave me, and my grandmother’s pearl necklace, served as my something
old. On my left wrist was an intricate gold bangle that belonged to Christopher’s great
grandmother—my something borrowed that Grace wore on her wedding day. My right hand still
carried the pearl ring Christopher gave me five years prior. Inside my shoe rattled a polished
British penny pressed in my birth year, a gift from Eric, Christopher’s closest friend.A lace
handkerchief with a blue bow was grasped along with my bouquet. It served as a reminder of
my discomfort. “Um, Lily,” Donovan’s girlfriend, Anna, had timidly said while handing me a box.
Her formfitting, navy blue suit tastefully accentuated her every voluptuous curve. “I bought you
a little something. My aunt had a similar one. Her marriage lasted thirty-one beautiful years, so
I consider it lucky.”Anna’s sweet gesture only added to my jitters. “Donovan, I’m so anxious that
I can’t hear myself think. Am I doing the right thing?”His words were almost hypnotic, relaxing



me into a near trance. “You’re doing exactly what you’re supposed to. You have a long and
happy life ahead, and I’m going to always be with you making sure you don’t blow it. I
remember all you’ve ever wished, and I’m going to ensure we get everything we’ve ever
desired. It’s all just a matter of time. You ready for us to take that walk so you can put the
shackles on your scrawny dreamboat?”“You’re such an ass. I guess you really are back to your
old self.”“Did you doubt I wouldn’t come out unscathed?” After opening the door before us,
Donovan kissed my hand one last time before walking me down the aisle. Once Donovan
handed me off to Christopher, the universe ceased to exist as I looked into the peace of the
blue-sky eyes before me—the only something blue I needed. In that sky I saw no clouds, no
clutter—only admiration, protection, and a soul I loved boldly and freely. As we said our simple
I dos, and his lips touched mine in interminable commitment, my heart soared above the
heavens.“Ready for round two?” Donovan asked as we stood outside the entryway of
Manchester Cathedral. My previous wedding attire now benefited from the addition of a
cathedral length train and a sparkling tiara.“Bring it!” I exclaimed. True wedding excitement
filled me. The thumping of my blood was the loveliest melody I had ever heard. Again the
happiest music had come from Manchester.Donovan planted a kiss on my head that
resounded in my ears as we rounded the corner into the gothic cathedral. The church’s
towering stone arches and soaring ceiling were not high enough to contain my swelling heart.
The vicar’s rambled words flowed over me. I couldn’t be bothered with his formalities; I had
eyes to stare into. Eyes of such a beautiful color I once said I wanted to bottle it so it could
forever paint my heart. Those eyes had done exactly that, and I was completely lost in them
when they suddenly darted to the floor and Christopher began his vows.“It seems silly to take
vows today. Vows are something you take from a moment forward, which would imply that what
I feel is new. I’ve felt the same way about you for years, but I couldn’t act on it when I wanted.
When I finally could, my true vows began. I promised to be everything to you that you will allow,
to stand by your side, to respect every nuance of you whether I understood it or not, and to
share every bit of my being. You bring out the best in me, and I will remain faithfully by your
side and by the sides of our future children for all of my days.”My heart had fallen into
Christopher’s words to the point where I had to be nudged to say my own vows. “I will never
lose sight of the amazing and sensitive man you are. I will be your strength when life fails you,
laugh with you in good times and struggle with you in bad, and be the best that I can for you
and our children, no matter where life takes us or what challenges lie ahead. I will always love
you, and I will live in joy with you, for as long as God allows.”The floodgates of emotion crashed
down for us. Christopher and I threw away pretense and sealed the words from our lips by
bringing them together without the customary permission. We had each other, and nothing
mattered but that and the road ahead.After the main event concluded, I found the one thing I
let Grace talk me into was well worth my caving. When she suggested we have the reception in
the cathedral I thought she was insane. A wedding? Yes. But a full-on party in a church? Isn’t
that sacrilegious? However, we were in Manchester, a place known for music and life. The
cathedral was no stranger to hosting raging parties and worked with caterers and event
planners to turn the place into a hopping nightclub. Christopher and I sat with Grace, Donovan,
and the men Christopher refers to as his fathers. Christopher fed me a bite of hazelnut sponge
cake with Williams Pear mousse. My taste buds sang while Keith continued one of his stories
of their band’s past. “So Eric makes like the clappers and heads off stage only to trip on a cord
and take a nose dive into the wings and straight into a guard. Lucky sod was then dragged off
behind a curtain and waited out the crowd that ran by, screamin’ their bloody heads off.
Meanwhile, I’m trying to get out from behind my drums as the birds attack. Not only did they



shred me new shirt, they took my cymbals! Those things cost a bloody fortune!”“See what
you’ve got to look forward to, Lilyanna?” the burley Derek laughed. “Now that you’re the trouble
and strife of a soon to be famous musician you’ll have to fight the birds off your man.” Donovan
was all too quick to catch on to the meaning. “Trouble and strife is right. That’s a piece of slang
that requires no explanation. She didn’t need to become a wife for it to fit though.”“Gee, thanks,”
I said. “You’re such a perfect joy at all times, D-boy.”“Actually, tonight he has been quite the
charmer,” Grace said. Her bright blue eyes leered while she stroked the stem of her glass,
looking a little too enamored with her new son-in-law. It was time to get her off the sauce.Eric
jumped to the rescue. “Come on, Grace. You owe me a dance.”Derek patted Donovan on the
shoulder. “I’m off for some Britneys at the Ringo. Want one?”“Okay, wait. Give me a second.”
Donovan looked like he had just enough alcohol for math to hurt as he tried to decipher the
code. “Britney…Britain…”“Think of the singer.”“Britney… Spears… rhymes with…beers…
Ringo Starr must mean bar.”“Hey! There’s hope for you yet. Want one?”“I’m good, thanks. Hey,
Christopher, mind if I steal my sister for a dance? They’re playing our song.”Donovan hadn’t
referred to me as his sister in years. It sounded … alien. When we hit the dance floor, Donovan
pulled me securely into his arms. I felt he was staking a flag into me.“Our song? Since when do
we have a song?”His stupid grin was infectious. “Since years ago when every piece of sap that
came on the radio reminded me of you. Basically, every song is our song.”The relief of the day
nearing a close reflected in his eyes, or had he partaken in the open bar too much? “Have you
been sampling the champagne?” I asked.“A little, along with one or two other things.”“Please
don’t tell me you are trying to keep up with Christopher’s fathers. They’ll have you under the
table with your pants up a flag pole in five minutes.”“Oh, no way,” he said with rosy-cheeks. “I
may not be the sharpest knife, but I’m not spending my one week of summer vacation trolleyed
and razzing.”“Wow! Look at you! It didn’t take you long to learn the local vocabulary.”“With
those guys, it’s either keep up or shut up. They’re a challenge. I’m going to miss them when I
return home.”“And I’m going to miss you,” I said emphatically. “Though this week had its
awkward moments, I feel so much more complete when you’re around.”The kiss he laid on my
cheek released a resounding smack. “Me too, but I have a lot to accomplish. Give me a few
years. If you still want me around, I’ll be there.”“I’ll never stop wanting you around.”His bold
smile, that he had worked so hard to genuinely find, morphed into one of a man who had loved
and lost. “I really hope that proves to be true.”That November, Donovan flew to my home in Los
Angeles for what would become an annual Thanksgiving visit. While I encouraged him to bring
Anna, I wasn’t prepared for the overwhelming emotions that flooded me when the doorbell
rang. My mantra that had begun the night before—You are happy with Christopher. Donovan
deserves happiness too.—brought me peace until that moment. This would be the first time my
eyes rested on Donovan since my wedding. With the doorbell's chime, the reality of my feelings
came back to bite me—thus I hid in the kitchen like a coward while Christopher greeted
them.There was no way I could face them together—them being both Donovan and Anna, and
Donovan and Christopher.Donovan immediately searched me out. He took the knife out of my
hands and tossed it on the cutting board. He then pulled me into a bear hug and hoisted me off
my feet, spinning me into a giggly fit. By the time my feet reconnected with the ground, my
tension had dissipated.While we were all having cocktails, Donovan pulled me into my home
library, closed the door behind us and dragged me to the far corner. He whispered as if afraid
the walls had ears. “Lily, there’s something very important that I need to tell you before
dinner.”“Is this going to be some kind of ridiculous joke about suddenly developing an allergy to
tarragon and not being able to breathe around it? If it is, I’m going to let you pretend to be on
the verge of death all night.”“No, Lily, I am very serious,” he said, taking my hands in his and



swallowing back emotions. “Something will be announced at dinner, and I want to warn you
about it first.” His eyes then diverted to my hands and he toyed with my engagement ring. “I,
ugh … I asked … Anna and I are getting married.”My whole body hitched forward. Suddenly I
felt plagued by a feverish stomach virus. He had every right to get married and deserved my
blessing, just as he had given me when I married Christopher. However, what I knew should be
said went against all that my being screamed.“Lily, I … I’m sorry. Please understand that
—”“Why are you apologizing?” I tried to be noble, but I couldn’t ditch the bitter taste of jealousy.
“I want you to be happy like I am, but—Donovan, tell me the truth. Don’t throw up any walls
because I’ll assume you are lying.” My eyes shut, fearing the answer, because no matter what
he said, the pain would squash my heart. “Yes or no, do you love Anna?”“Of course I love her.”
He was so persuasive that my gut also crumbled. “I wouldn’t marry her if I didn’t.”“Are you in
love with her?”He cupped my hands in his enlaced fingers while pressing his palms into each
other. Our hands became his focal point. “You mean like I am with you? No, I’ll never be in love
with anyone the way I am with you, but she does make me happy. When I’m with her, I feel like
I have purpose.” He drew his gaze into mine in a plea for understanding. “She gets me, Lily.
She understands that I have a history I don’t want to share and that I’ve learned from it. She
respects what I am trying to do for myself by helping others, and she points out the validity of
my past suffering. Lily, if I can’t have you, I at least want to feel like a person of value. Anna
helps me see my self worth.”Pain radiated through me, and I did a horrible job of disguising it
with teasing. “So it’s not that she’s some hot chick that’s good in bed?”Donovan cocked an
eyebrow. “Is she hot? I hadn’t noticed.” He smiled, and I lightly kicked him, unwilling to remove
my hands from his to smack his arm. “Seriously, Lily, when it comes to my list of beautiful
women there is only one entry.” With seductive eyes he kissed my hand. I swooned and
considered dragging him through the window to escape the world with me. His words killed my
temptation. “However, when I look at myself and what I hope to accomplish in life, and then
look at Anna, I see the same desires. I can make something of myself, Lily, just like she’s doing.
Everyday we both have challenges to overcome, and together those mountains of immovable
stone look like mustard seeds. You know what they say: Faith the size of a mustard seed can
move mountains. That is what I plan to do with her. Please, Lily. Please support this.”I snuggled
my head into his chest. Defeat swept over me, and I choked on the last bit of acceptance I
didn’t realize I hadn’t swallowed. “Of course, Donovan. Anything to make you happy.”After
dinner I battled my emotions by sticking the guys with the dishes, then grabbing two glasses, a
bottle of champagne, and Anna’s hand. With a plastered-on smile I dragged her into the library,
acting like old girlfriends instead of the near strangers we were. Despite being somewhat quiet,
Anna was intimidating—hence my need of liquid courage. After my second glass, I was still
struggling to know the fashionable woman who sat before me. She was tall, but her stilettos
made her statuesque. Her deep brown, cotton-polyester dress accentuated every streamlined
curve. Clearly she took care of herself, yet what attracted Donovan to this shy woman escaped
me.“That dress is amazing,” I said of the form-fitting, yet tasteful, garment. “Where did you get
it?”Anna fidgeted with the rim of her glass. Though she had kept up with me regarding the
consumption of champagne, she showed no signs of relaxation. “Taylor’s,” she replied.I waited
for elaboration, or a return question, but all was so quiet I didn’t even hear crickets outside. I
gave it another shot. “You have a lovely figure. How do you stay in shape?”“Thanks. I hit the
gym with Donovan a few times a week.” She downed the remainder of her glass, and I poured
her more. Still she did nothing to help with the small talk.“To me a workout is sprinting into the
bakery from my car when I’m late for work,” I said. Anna took another sip. Her eyes searched
the room, seemingly for something to grab her attention. Finally the champagne kicked in



enough for me to lie while playing the friend card. “I totally get what Donovan sees in you, but
what on earth do you see in him?”Anna looked to her hands that nervously sat in her lap.
Slowly a smile built, and her eyes rose like the light that had been turned on inside her was
charged with adrenaline. “I trust him. For the first time in my life I have found a man who is
gentle, understanding, and whom I completely trust. Donovan is one of those people that will
never let you fall, no matter how precariously you put yourself out on a ledge.” She sneaked a
bashful peek at me, then again diverted her eyes. She spoke cautiously, yet her enthusiasm
didn’t falter. “He told me that he had some problems with your mom while growing up, and even
though he hated himself for hurting you, he acted out of love to give you the best life possible.
I’ve also been hurt before, and I’ve come to accept that those people had no concern for me.
To have someone like Donovan is a gift. I’ve always wanted someone to love me the way he
loves you.”Suddenly I understood. I had been the only one to ever really trust Donovan. With
Anna he had finally found someone else who believed in him. While I still had my doubts about
their relationship, the attraction made perfect sense. “I’m sorry that you had it so rough,” I
said.“Thanks. I had to deal with a lot of illness in my family. Like Donovan, I wanted to take all
the bad that happened and turn it positive, so I became a nurse. He’s even inspired me to take
it further and become a nurse practitioner. The more I help others, the more I help myself,
much like what Donovan is doing. Sometimes when you are hurting, the only way to lessen the
pain is to see the value in it; then it becomes a gift. I firmly believe that the suffering of one is a
blessing to another.”With every bit of strength I had, I kicked my apprehensions and jealousy to
the curb. Maybe, just maybe, Anna could be the blessing brought forth from Donovan’s
suffering.Chapter 1An impassioned encounter with Christopher this morning gave me the
salivating jitters of a sugar junkie entering a chocolate factory—which would be fantastic if I
were not about to spend two nights alone with Donovan.Backyards and footballs make for a
foolhardy mix when I’m around. Stupidity prevailed when I saw how awkward, yet endearing,
Christopher looked playing catch with our seven-year-old son, Graham, and our five-year-old
daughter, Antonia. Embarrassment on Christopher’s behalf compelled me to rescue the poor
kids from their father’s lack of grace. Seriously, while his muscles have nicely filled out from all
the equipment he lugs, the Queen could lob a more masculine pass.Who would have thought
that me, Ms. Klutz On the Field, could throw a football better than her husband? That part was
fine, but it was how I played coach that let the cheetah out of the worm can. It was nearly a
replay of how Donovan taught me years before. However, not only did my actions have the
follow through Donovan’s lacked, my words almost revealed the sacred truth. I strolled up
behind Christopher. My left arm circled his waist while I pulled him close, twisting his hips as I
went. “First, situate your body. Make sure you have a solid grip. Now pull back, like so.” That’s
when he clumsily bonked me in the face, exactly like I had done to Donovan years before.
Warm flames of remembrance brought forth the desire to live out what I wished had happened
then with the enticing man in my arms now. Again I pulled Christopher next to me, this time
placing my cheek tenderly against his. Sadly, Christopher was all business, nearly
assassinating my attempt to live out the fantasy.Decorum fell to the sidelines when I nibbled on
his ear, making him blush and shy away. My pulse raced when I exchanged my grip on the ball
for a gentle cup of his chin and exploring Christopher’s mouth with my own. The lust from our
kisses melted onto my tongue as if a cooking torch were used on my hormones, causing them
to sizzle like sugar being caramelized on Crème Brûlée. In complete surrender to the moment I
grabbed his shirt and yanked him to the ground. Were my desires the result of the man above
me or the memory of the one I had so desperately wanted before?Christopher breathlessly
uttered through his adorable Manc accent, that even after nine years of marriage still sends me



to the moon, “Dear God, Lilyanna. I thought you were going to teach me like Donovan taught
you.”That is when my hormones drove me smack into a concrete wall of stupidity. “Be glad I
didn’t show you how he taught me to give a guy a good sacking.” There’s no possible way that
could have sounded sisterly. Christopher’s eyes, voluminous and frozen with shock, showed my
assumption was correct. I switched gears by deepening his mortification. “Whaaat? Got yur
knickers in a twist, eh luv? Lookin’ a lit’le godsmacked, there ya is.”“Seriously, Lilyanna, one of
these days I have to teach you proper Cockney. If you’re going to botch an accent at least
make it Liverpudlian. Then again, they already sound wonky without your well-intended
help.”Ten hours later, my flight is touching down in Rhode Island where Donovan’s flight from
Colorado has already landed. My nervousness intensifies in memory of yesterday’s call from
Donovan, bringing about prayers.Dear Lord, please guide us through the days ahead.
Donovan’s feelings of responsibility for the results of Mom’s addictions are unfair. Instead of
getting the help he advised, she became the victim of her own actions. As for everything else,
you know the struggles Donovan and I face when together. Please ease the pain.The flight
lands, and Lilyanna Eccles turns into Lily Beckett. Donovan and I embrace our rare moments
together, forgetting that our spouses exist—with one exception. Our wedding rings serve as
reminders that cheating is unthinkable. While the area that defines cheating is gray, some
actions are clearly off limits.Outside of my terminal, Donovan sits hunched forward, scratching
the back of his neck, and bouncing his knee. Seeing him nearly makes my heart beat out of my
chest in a mad desire to collide with his. For the first time since the termination of our romantic
relationship we won’t have to sneak away to be alone. It’s a welcome relief and nerve-wracking
as hell.Our meeting gazes stop me cold. He looks spectacular—his sapphires clear and bright,
hair still raven-like, and skin aglow with the hues and luminosity of heath. Smug little glances
exchange before we campishly search the room for eyes that might not be accepting of our
impending actions. After jesting shrugs, we run into each other’s arms—me jumping on him,
wrapping my legs around his waist, and planting little kisses wildly all over his face. His head
buries in my hair with a deep inhale, as if capturing a part of me. His words release with relief.
“God, I’ve missed you!” Pulling back, he looks at me with a big, stupid curl of the lips. “It’s about
time we could do that without fear of facing a firing squad.”The joy of being in his arms is as
consuming as ever, and it reflects in my words. “Let’s go straight to the hotel. I don’t want to lay
eyes on anyone but you tonight.”Chapter 2Donovan and I sit facing each other on the sofa in
his dimly lit hotel room that adjoins to mine, talking—not talking—sharing every thought. We
see each other so little now it amazes me that we can disregard words yet be completely
understood. It’s a sad state. We were born not needing articulation, and our predicament has
infringed upon our beauty.Suppressing the emotions that could ruin everything we have both
worked so hard for, my words interrupt our silent admissions of longing. “Now that it is easy to
talk openly, tell me how you’re really doing.” Donovan squirms. He knows he can’t pretend I’m
asking about his roof that was leaking. After a moment of uncomfortable glances, he
confesses. “Not as well as I’d like. I still have moments where Dad invades my brain. I used to
hear him calling me a loser, but for the last few years it’s like he’s begging my forgiveness for
how he always treated me like a lesser being. It’s really disturbing. I want to forgive him and
Mom, but I just can’t.”“Is that why we still deal with this madness and foolishly risk our families
seeing her at Christmas?”“I’m just trying to salvage something that died long ago. I might find
forgiveness if Mom would confess why she lost it with me.”“You know, sometimes we need to
forgive people, while other times it’s best we don’t.” I toy with the sleeve of his T-shirt, running
my fingers over the edge that caps his tight biceps and remembering how good they feel when
around me. “Forgiveness can help us heal and move on, but lack of it can help us stay strong



and true to ourselves.” The realization that touching him is inappropriate makes me want to do
it all the more. I retract my hand and slip it between my legs. The action brings forth the need to
rotate my head and shift my shoulders in an effort to release newfound tension.“Really, Lil,” he
says, eyes circulating, lashes fluttering. “I’m supposed to be the therapist.” His orbs drop with a
sigh. “I know it’s irrational thinking brought on by the PTSD, but I can’t help but feel that maybe
I was the one who put them through hell. If I didn’t have the feelings for you that I did, and still
do, then—”“Then I would be in this alone.”His grin is uncharacteristically bashful. Taking his
hand to my hair, he captures a cluster of locks just below my temple and threads it through his
fingers. “I’d hate myself, because I know that all enamored feelings aside, you and I would be
precisely the way we are in other aspects.”“Do you ever wonder why that is?”“All the time,” he
says with a sigh. He draws his hand away, but his eyes remain on my cluster of hair so that
they now hold it captive. “The fact that we can share so much without even muttering a word is
loony bin material in some people’s eyes.” He pauses. His eyes slowly shift back and forth. One
lip moistens the other. They pop open when he speaks. “I have something to show you.” With a
stiff back and broad shoulders he walks to the closet. He rummages through a messenger bag
before drifting back, staring at a small tin and looking a tad shrunken. He pulls forth a chair and
sits across from me. Does the contents of the container add danger to our proximity? “This is
just for us,” he says. He presses the tin into my hand and wraps my fingers around it. He then
gives a squeeze signaling his own need for reassurance.“What’s inside? Why are you so
nervous?”“It’s a flash drive containing a secondary journal I began while in rehab. I’m nervous
from memories of the last time I shared my journals—when I told you the truth about what
happened to me. This one is even more personal than those.”My stomach twists and feels
pulled into a vortex. Those journals detailed years of abuse and stress that made him
monstrous and eventually suicidal. “Donovan, what are you trying to tell me?” “You’re well
aware of the way I’m haunted in my sleep, but not all of the ghosts are bad. Dr. Coe felt I
should keep a separate journal for the things that haunt me at night, along with a new method
of maintaining it—like sorting fantasy from reality. We would then review my nightmares and try
to unlock more of my issues. The more I improved, the more often I had special dreams. Some
were still frightening, but others were downright beautiful.” He moves to sit next to me and
slides his arm around my waist. His other hand is planted firmly on my leg, bracing me.
“Remember how you said we’re soulmates and eventually I started buying into that
possibility?”My eyes gaze up to his, longing to dive into them and become lost. “Yeah, it’s when
you gave me the infinity necklace I’m wearing. You said we traveled together before and we
would again.”He nods in acknowledgement. “Shortly after accepting that idea I started having
insightful dreams—some of them vague and others pretty vivid. What you hold are my journal
entries of those dreams. Lily, I may really be crazy, but I think—no, I know we have traveled
together before. I’m also pretty sure we are no strangers to conflict relationships. Would you be
willing to undergo past life regression?”My eyes expand and then try to refocus on the tin. I
shake my head in hopes that doing so will grant clarity. “But you’re a psychologist. Doesn’t this
go against your beliefs?”“Sort of. Most psychologists see it as a crutch people use to avoid
reality. Dr. Coe is a believer because he had patients who can describe details about shoes
and clothing that are not in common history books but hardcore historians can confirm. All I
know is when I look into your eyes I feel I’m having memories I can’t see. If you’re willing to
undergo hypnotherapy, and our stories match, maybe we can understand why our connection
is so deep.”Beholding the flash drive that may contain so many keys, intuition dawns: I’ve
always been a butterfly trapped in Donovan’s net. My heart knows Donovan and I traveled
together before, yet I’ve never allowed myself to think of the logistics. If the more I pull back,



the more I crave his enclosure, what happens if I learn my deprivation has been for centuries,
or even millenniums? Is being an old soul why I have always felt and sounded older than my
years? Why do I have the passions I do? How did I become me?My insides become unsettled,
and my words sound as hazy as my vision that blurs while staring at the tin. “For years I have
tried to figure us out. Whenever you read about sibling consanguinamory there are crazy
theories, like our family must have been dysfunctional, or we are perverted, or some other
ridiculousness. Truth is, you and I just love each other.“Here,” I say, pressing the drive back into
his hand. “I can handle it if you’re wrong, but if you and I are fated to find each other time after
time only to be pulled apart, how do I move forward knowing I am destined for pain?”“Lily, I’m
sorry. I never expected you to react this way.”“It’s fine.” My tightened grip emphasizes my words.
“Really. Give me a little time to get my head together. When I can face the results, no matter
what they are, I’ll give it a shot.” My hands reluctantly retract from his while forcing myself to
look at him in a socially acceptable light because of my commitment to someone else. “Hey,” he
says softly, pulling up my chin. Something in his eyes draws me in. “You okay?”“Yeah, it’s just
late. I’m going to get ready for bed.” I head into my room with the intention of later returning to
say good night. When I exit the bathroom, the doors between our rooms are still open, yet
Donovan’s lights are off. It feels wrong for a married woman to enter the dark bedroom of a
former lover as he lies in bed. The ring on my finger tells me to shut the door while the journal
he keeps beckons me into his chamber. I crawl into my own bed, staring into Donovan’s
darkness, secure in his proximity, and knowing that though they feel wrong, my actions are
correct.“Leave me alone! I swear I’ll kill you if you come any closer!”My cozy slumber is
interrupted by the demons that haunt Donovan in the night. Grateful that I left the door open, I
race into his room. My attempt to rattle him awake is interrupted by flailing slaps that escalate
into forceful swings.“Get off of me! I said I’ll kill you!” he threatens. Fearing the hotel’s security
will soon arrive, I grab Donovan from behind, attempt to restrict his arms, and scream,
“Donovan, it’s Lily! Wake up! Donovan, wake up!” I echo the chant to no avail. I cower from his
swings. My nails pinch his inner thigh with a twist. Finally he wakes, jolting with a gasp. My
back hits the bed in relief.“Please tell me I didn’t hurt you,” he says, panting.“Wow. You’re
concerned about me? This was way worse than when we lived together.”“Sometimes I get out
of hand when I’m about to see Mom. Please tell me I didn’t hurt you.”“No, I’m okay.” However
my pulse still flares and ebbs with each heartbeat.Donovan bridges his back. His hands scrape
through his hair. “Lily, I need to ask you something that may sound strange, and you have to
give me an honest answer. Did I ever do anything to physically hurt you, or have I ever done
anything to manipulate you into feeling the way you do?”“No!”Donovan remains hunched over,
hiding from my impending answer. “Stop and really think about it. No knee jerk reaction. I need
to know if I ever did anything at all, especially before this whole mess started.”My heart still
races from Donovan’s nightmare. I prop myself against the wall and take pause. Finally I
address him in no uncertain terms. “Never. Not once have you tried to place any influence over
me except to get me to not love you, but even then I saw the truth.”He peers to me so he can
analyze my upcoming reaction. “Are you absolutely certain? What about that first day, when
you tackled me, then I pushed you down and pinned you?”My brain searches for a memory to
confirm his false one. “Donovan, that’s not what happened. After you sat, you helped me up
and we went inside. You’ve never asserted yourself on me.”He lays back onto the bed and
motions for me to curl into his shoulder. As his comfort settles in, so does mine, bringing forth
guilt. For hours my brain deliberates the ethics of this moment of peace with myself versus the
previous battle with frustration and temptation. Eventually comfort wins, and Donovan’s
heartbeat lulls me to sleep.Chapter 3My head throbs as Donovan and I approach the hospital



room of Lucretia Macevil. The jumbo bottle of aspirin in my purse won’t be enough. Given
whom we are about to see I should’ve brought Valium—or elephant tranquilizers. Bags hang
under my eyes that look like they are filled with dollar store rejects while Donovan appears well
rested. He must be all too used to late nights, or maybe he’s better at the makeup thing than I
am.Just outside the door, I grab his hand in need of support. Donovan smirks. “The Cirrhosis
and Portal Hypertension aren’t enough? Are you trying to give her a heart attack too?” The
levity is desperately needed, yet it fails to sit well.“Fine.” I drop his hand like a dirty rag. “Forgive
me for looking out for myself for once.”He scans me through aching eyes that are resigned to
sadness. “Yeah, I need all the help I can get too, but she’s going to flip if she thinks anything is
going on. You can hold on to me all you want later, okay?”My demure smile is accented with a
subtle nod before we breathe deeply and enter at our own risk. Mom sits in her bed. Time, her
disease, and the suffering she inflicted have all taken their toll. Her short, wavy hair, once dyed
an age-appropriate chestnut is now misty gray. Puffy pillows reside under her blue eyes while
fork-shaped crevices emit from their far edges. Her cheeks hang like petite jowls. She’s awake,
alert, and being her old self. “Oh, Lily! I never expected to see both of you,” she says, nearly
singing her words. Then she runs her eyes between Donovan and I, and her expression goes
stiff. “Where are Christopher and Anna?”You mean you hoped not to see both of us. We’re a
matched set, and you know it.Wow. Where did that come from? Some days I surprise myself
with the amount of animosity I hold toward this woman.“Hello to you too, Mom,” Donovan
moans as he places a vase of Lilies of the Valley on her nightstand. The sag of his face
reminds me of how the blooms hang. Why couldn’t Mom have named me after a happier
flower?“Oh, thank you,” she says to Donovan with scarcely a glance in his direction. Instantly
she returns her sights to me. “It’s just amazing that Christopher still works after inheriting all
that money. I can’t believe his father was Paul Eccles, the famous producer! Have you met
more of his father’s friends?”Wow. Lying in a hospital bed with a deadly disease and she’s still
obsessing over the teen idols of her youth. Amazing! “Occasionally, but mostly we see the guys
from Paul’s old band whenever we go to England,” I taunt. Mom looks like she’s about to faint. “I
almost died when you told me who is in Christopher's extended family. I had such a crush on
Eric Taylor. He was just so dreamy.”Seriously? She needs to get out of fantasyland. Time to
mess with her—truthfully. “Oh, he’s still pretty dreamy. I swear he’s seventy-five going on fifty-
five. That full head of hair is mostly brown and not from a dye job. He’s single too. It’s such a
shame. Whenever we visit he and Christopher are almost inseparable.”Donovan shoots me a
whimsical smile. I can hear his thoughts that say, Oh, you’re so bad!I flash a crinkled nose at
him.Mom sighs longingly, then schlepps herself back into reality so she can scrutinize the
children who came to help her despite their reservations. “Is it really wise, you two being here
alone? What do Anna and Christopher think, or do they still not know of your past?” Her tone
implies we spent years under the guise of being The Kray Twins, viciously torturing and
murdering people.“No, they don’t know, nor will they,” Donovan says. His eyes remain calm, but
his voice resounds with intimidation. Quickly he changes the subject to one far more difficult.
Staring at his fidgeting hands, he makes no attempt to hide his pain. “Look, Mom, the doctor
said your situation is very serious. We need to know how you want us to handle things, should
they go in an undesirable way. Can we please focus on what we need to?”Mom brings her gaze
to her intertwined hands that sit on her stomach. “You really want to uphold my wishes,
James?” she asks Donovan. “Even after all I’ve put you both through?”James? My head cocks
as I question Donovan. Why is Mom calling him by his middle name?His brow crinkles. His
eyes dart from side to side. With a questioning shake of his head he ignores her madness like
it happens all the time. “Yes, Mom, we do.”How he can constantly deal with her, only to plunge



forward and ignore the craziness, I will never understand.Donovan and I return to the hotel.
Simultaneously we open the doors that adjoin our rooms, and I plop down on his bed. The
circus of butterflies I sense performing trampoline tricks in his stomach make me wonder why I
am willing to enter the lion’s den. Donovan hovers nearby, picking at his nails. “Is this about the
James thing?” I ask regarding his discomfort.“Huh?” He peers up, and then returns his
attention to his nails. “Sort of. I should be used to her crazy ramblings. It’s part of the senior
dementia that she probably fakes to taunt me.”He takes a seat next to me. Instinctively we kick
off our shoes and face each other with our legs entwined at the knees. He grabs my hands and
stares at my wedding ring before bringing his eyes to mine. “All my life I have tried to do the
right thing—for you, me, Anna, my daughter, and Mom—but in doing that, I have lost so much.
Everything about us feels wrong now. You being in my arms last night gave me the best sleep I
had in years. I miss you. I miss you doing that,” he says, pointing to my fingers as they play with
a lock of hair below my temples. I was unaware of my actions. “You often twirl it when you look
at me, and I’ve never seen you do it for anyone else.”“I do not!”“You do! This cluster is mine, so
is the one on the opposite side. If you ever cut your hair, you have to leave these clusters
intact.”“Are you trying to possess me?” I ask, absolutely hating myself that it sounded
hopeful. He releases a shadow of a smirk. “No, just trying to treasure what I can. Easter at my
place, Thanksgiving at yours, stressing out a few hours on Christmas with Mom while trying to
keep her from blabbing our secret, and a week each summer in England is not enough,
especially when we have to sneak off just to get a few minutes alone.”I twist the diamond of my
engagement ring into my palm and toy with the stone. His honesty is getting to me. How did we
let ourselves get this way?“I don’t want to leave you tomorrow,” Donovan blazingly confesses.
“The more I feel that time coming, the more I need to cling to you. Whenever we’re alone, I’m
on edge just trying to keep my hands to myself. Once I had my arms around you the threat
disappeared, like I was doing exactly what I was supposed to.”“I felt the same way,” I
confess.“With Mom being sick we will have to come out here occasionally. Do we take turns
and suffer it out alone, or do we get frustrated and hide from ourselves? I want us, and I need
to keep doing this,” he declares while playing with my hair.I miss him, too—his warmth, his
drive, his scent, and how he fuels me. Last I checked, none of those things were off limits.
“Wait,” I tell him.Inside my adjoining room, I grab manicure scissors and cut a small cluster of
hair from the nape of my neck. I bring it to him along with an envelope from the hotel stationary.
“This is going to cost you a worn T-shirt.” Donovan’s expression slackens. He stares at the
locks before slipping them into the envelope. “You and I let go of too much. There’s nothing
wrong with reclaiming a little.”Donovan lies back on the bed, tugging me down with him and
wrapping a halo around me as my head buries into his shoulder. His voice is so soft it’s almost
seductive. “How do you always know what I need?”My eyes close off the world. I hadn’t
planned on this intimacy, but he’s right. Physical contact is but a moderate concern compared
to the threat lying in our pounding hearts that yearn to burst out of our chests and merge into
one—not for the night, but for eternity. The urges of my femininity can be conquered, but the
drive of my soul is a different beast. “Then let’s stop fighting and be honest. It is far better to
embrace rare moments like these than to sit on our hands and let frustration rule. Whatever
keeps us content and faithful is all we should be concerned about.”His inspiriting scent causes
me to dissolve into his embrace. With a velvety touch he pleads into my ear, “Please, Lily. Don’t
ever let what’s left of us go.”“I can’t. I’ll always love you.”“And I’ll always love you,” he
says.Blanketed by the security of Donovan’s devotion, my consciousness drifts under the
Sandman’s spell.Chapter 4“Grandpa Eric!” the kids cheer as Christopher’s life-long friend
appears in the doorway of the family manor near Manchester, England. Sadly, our annual



summer visit is the only time we see this sweetheart of a man that Christopher refers to as one
of his fathers. When Eric crouches down to greet the kids, his tall, trim frame is knocked onto
its bum by the power of their embraces. It sends his hair bouncing and brings about laughter
with a dazzle in his blue eyes. This is exactly why I wanted a family, and why I chose a life with
Christopher.Once recovered, Eric gives Grace and I kisses on the cheek accompanied by
lengthy embraces. He then takes Christopher by the shoulders and looks at him with a
booming gleam in his eyes. “Your family is amazing. I’m so happy for you.” The resulting hug is
one of fatherly pride, just like the rest of Paul’s old mates always give Christopher.We enter the
elegant drawing room, and Graham is already tugging on Eric’s arm. “Is that a guitar?” he asks
about the contents of the long, battered, vinyl case Eric carries. My curiosity appears to be
along the lines of a seven-year-old, as I’m equally intrigued.“Of sorts.” Eric sets the case on the
coffee table and gently lifts the lid. He resembles a timid little boy on Christmas morning. “Go
ahead, but be careful,” he says to Graham. “She’s very old and frail.”Christopher’s eyes become
aglow. “I haven’t seen one of those in yonks.”“Umm … if it’s frail, should he really handle it?” I
ask Eric while looking at Graham but considering my uncoordinated husband.“Aw, sure. She’s
family, just like he is. Speaking of which, I was very disappointed when Donovan called to say
he wouldn’t make it this year. How is he?”“We’ve spoken surprising little since I saw him three
weeks ago,” I say. “He’s suddenly so busy that I can’t keep up with him.”“That’s a shame. We
talk frequently, but I haven’t heard from him since your mum took ill.”Antonia tugs on Eric’s arm
and points to the instrument he brought that Grace now holds. The fluid that blurs Grace’s
vision reeks of longing. With trepidation, Eric strolls to Grace and touches a hand to her
shoulder. “Remind you of someone?” he asks softly, sharing her focus on the instrument.Grace
swallows heavily, and my eyes share her sorrow as she speaks through a knotted throat. “I
haven’t seen one of these in years. Paul’s is in the attic. I fell in love with him that day I saw him
playing it on the street corner, though he didn’t notice me until years later when I was old
enough to lie about my age and get into clubs.”My eyes scrutinize the primitive looking
contraption that appears to be a wooden cigar box with a broomstick stuck onto it. “What is
it?”“It’s a cigar-box guitar—the first instrument I ever had,” Eric says. “My cousin gave it to me
when he got a real guitar. It inspired me to save every penny I could. For Christmas one year, I
asked my parents for a guitar provided I could pay half. We found a cheap, used one that
sounded horrible but got me started. If it hadn’t been for this thing, I never would have gotten
started in music and likely would have stayed poor me whole life.”
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Hisnhersnyours, “Standing Ovation!. I can't begin to express in words how much I loved this
story & each character. The author left no stone unturned, by the end there's a feeling of
completeness that all is as should be. The writing was poetic, she has a true gift with words.
She makes you feel every emotion. The villains make you want to scream at the page & slap
them silly while the intimate moments have you either laughing with joy or tearing up from the
sweet sentiments. Diane does a beautiful job not only expressing the difficulty yet simplicity of
forbidden love but also loving two people so completely. She explores many aspects, doing the
right thing & denying yourself for the ones you love. Having faith that their time will come. Never
letting go even when it's painful. And...a few thing I will keep in the dark for future readers. It's
rare an author can create such a dynamic within these two relationships without coming across
as cheap, incestuous or unfaithful. Instead she writes of the purity & innocence of it & the
complexities of being split in two. Her heart and her soul. It's powerful and stays with you long
after the final page. Their story has become my story by how deeply I felt them with me. And
still do. For me, there's no team Donovan vs team Christopher but team Donovan &
Christopher. Both men were beautiful souls, what woman could choose between them. I'm still
in awe. I wish I could read it again for the first time & I'm jealous of those who will get to. This
series is going into my favorites shelf & I will be following Diane Rinella's work in the future. If
you haven't had a chance to read the Novella Love's Erotic Flower, and you aren't put off by a
more risqué look into their bedroom (because it is steamy) find someone with a copy & request
it. I personally enjoyed it very much. Well Done! And thank you again for my copy ”

MellowMan, “True Love ALWAYS Perseveres. A wonderful finish to your 1st book. Lots and I
mean lots of twists and turns and it kept me guessing. I usually figure out most plots but you
kept surprising me Diane. Look forward to reading other books of yours and thanks for
introducing me to Friends of Lily. BTW, Lilyanna is such a beautiful name. A combination of
two female names into one . My wife's name is Anna and Lily is so sweet and a name of a
former colleague of mines' daughter and a flower to boot.”

Fanatic Reader, “5 Well Deserved Stars!. 5 Well Deserved Stars!First, let me just that this book
really filled in the blanks for me from Love's Forbidden Flower. I absolutely loved that because
there was so much I needed to know, and I've found that not all series has always given me all
the answers I needed like this one did. Now, on to my book review.I am just so pleasantly
blown away by this book, I don't even know where to begin. If I could give a 100 stars for this
book I would simply for the creative writing alone. This story was literally a jigsaw puzzle that
gave little tiny pieces of the puzzle throughout the whole book. I won't give spoilers away, but I
will say this, Donovan and Lily's journey couldn't have played out any better than it did. Their
eternal, lasting, devoted love for one another........no matter how controversial it was.......really
melts your heart and fills you with passion and belief that true love lasts for all eternity.I
definitely suggest buying and reading it for yourself. It will grab you, entrance you, melt you,
floor you......and have your mind spinning in every which direction as another piece of the
jigsaw puzzle gets revealed. True Love really does conquer all lifetime, after lifetime, after
lifetime again.Diane Rinella, another beautiful masterpiece that gave me loads of pleasure
while reading. Thank you for the wonderful story. It's one I will NEVER forget.”

Ker, “This will stay with me. These two books were taboo but beautiful, the love and passion
between them was heartbreaking. Soul mates trapped in unforgiving circumstances. This book
really delivered, the first left me a sobbing mess.I loved the journey we were taken on through



their whole life, really gave the story full closure. It will stay with me this one .”

MRS R CHIMERA, “Excellent work!. Beautiful ending to the duet ! I absolutely enjoyed
Donovan and Lily ‘s story. Finished the book in one day.”

ann lartey, “Four Stars. Great book”

gis, “Amore senza fine.. Questo libro mi ha sconvolto l'anima. È il libro più bello che ho letto in
assoluto. E fidatevi ne leggo un sacco.Ho pianto,riso e amato i protagonisti fino all'ultima
pagina. Grazie Diane hai fatto un capolavoro .”
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